Simulation task trainers designed and vetted by frontline innovators at Texas Children’s Hospital® in collaboration with Sawbones®.

RediStik™ Wearable PIV Trainer Kit

• **Self-sealing textured skin** and **subcutaneous tissue** provide the ability to practice:
  - Skin preparation techniques with alcohol or CHG application.
  - Visualization, palpation, and puncture of the vein with blood flash confirmation.
  - Threading of the catheter into the intravascular space.
  - Drawing back blood and administering saline flush.
  - Dressing placement.

• **Lightweight** and **versatile model** with a contoured design that quickly can be secured to a person or mannequin’s arm as well as used in tabletop simulations.

• **Needle-proof backing** prevents accidental needle sticks.

• **One small and one large vein option** accommodates 18 GA to 24 GA needles.

• **Clinical testing demonstrated life expectancy averages 1,000+ punctures with 24 GA needles.**

Order references:

- #1703-459 RediStik™ Wearable PIV Trainer Kit, Light Skin Tone
- #1703-459-10 RediStik™ Wearable PIV Trainer Kit, Dark Skin Tone

Progress from novice to advanced in venipuncture and PIV insertion.
RediStik™ Wearable Port Trainer Kit

- **Textured skin** and **subcutaneous tissue** provide the ability to practice:
  - Sterile skin preparation techniques with CHG application.
  - Life-like palpation and puncture of the titanium port.
  - Confirmation of needle placement with blood aspiration and ability to flush saline.
  - Dressing application.
- Includes simulation options for **superficial**, **normal**, **deep**, **angled**, and **float** port positioning depths.
- **Lightweight and versatile model** with a contoured design that quickly can be secured to a person or mannequin, with the attached shoulder harness system, as well as used in tabletop simulations.
- **Needle proof backing** prevents injury when worn on a person.
- Angiodynamics® Medium **Titanium Smart Port** option incl. in the kit.
- **Clinical testing demonstrated life expectancy for removable skin averages 1,200+ punctures.**

Order references:
- #1703-501-10 RediStik™ Wearable Port Trainer Kit with Titanium Smart Port
- #1703-501 RediStik™ Wearable Port Trainer Kit without Port
**RediStik™ Wearable CVC Trainer Kit**

- Wearable design, resilient skin, and pre-inserted Double Lumen CVC provide the ability to practice:
  - Sterile technique, **skin preparation** with alcohol or chlorhexidine gluconate (CHG) and dressing application.
  - Collecting blood cultures, lab draws, and flushing.
  - Cap changes and trouble shooting.
  - Wearable design helps learners practice positioning techniques.

- Trainer provides opportunity to **practice institutional policy for CVC care**.

- Novel material designed to provide repeated skin preparation and dressing applications. Dressing can remain on while in storage. Dressings do not leave adhesive residue.

- **Lightweight and contoured design** allows for quick securement to a person's or mannequin's arm.

- **Versatile model** allows for either tabletop or wearable simulation options.
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**Order references:**

- #1703-873  RediStik™ Wearable CVC Trainer Kit, Light Skin Tone
- #1703-873-10 RediStik™ Wearable CVC Trainer Kit, Dark Skin Tone

---

To purchase RediStik™ products contact Sawbones Customer Service (contact details below).

Visit [texaschildrens.org/redistik](http://texaschildrens.org/redistik) to access product details, skills video tips and techniques and data outcomes.
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